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Abstract
The objective of this paper is to present
a model of a Web Services based e-learning
lifecycle. This Lifecycle defines all the
functionality needed for the interactions
between the service provider and the service
requester, from the creation of a digital asset
to the delivery of (ready to be consumed)
learning resources to the learner. The
present research has identified and created
common services, which are essential for the
creation and authoring stages of a typical elearning system. These services are Web
Services based and will provide a common
interface between various components
leading to platform independence and
interoperability between learning systems.
Keywords- E-Learning lifecycle, Web
services, Learning objects, Digital assets,
Compound Digital Assets, Federated search
engine, Creation Tool, Authoring Tool
1. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to shed light
on different stages of e-learning and identify
the common services involved. The basic
idea is to identify how interoperability
between existing systems can be advanced
using Web Services. We have identified and
created common services, which are
essential for the creation and authoring
stages of a typical e-learning system and its
lifecycle. It’s aimed to act as a link between
users, designers and the several different
software vendors who create different elearning tools and systems.

Examining how interoperability works
for digital learning resources, and how
interoperability
gets in with learning
systems, would provide better results and
benefit the entire e-learning economy. Rather
than a large system which is tightly
integrated we want a loosely connected
flexible system that would be easy to manage
and maintain. The transfer and exchange of
data between components of the system can
be done easily, if all the components are
from the same source (meaning a single
vendor creates and maintains all the
components and system tools), which is not
practically possible since different vendors
make different components and tools for elearning, and each one of them have their
own specifications and guidelines for using
and operating them. So the other alternative
is to define standard guidelines for a
common interface between the various
components and tools (Rao and Pal, 2004).
In this paper, we identify the
functionality
needed
to
enhance
interoperability amongst loosely coupled and
distributed Web Services-based e-learning
components. Using these services we could
do away with vendor dependence. A
common
interface
would
provide
interoperability
between
the
various
components and tools in any e-learning
system developed by any vendor. Clients
(educational institutes, large organizations)
would be able to use any component created
by any given vendor and incorporate it
within their already running e-learning
system or network, and all this could be done
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without making, substantial changes to their
already existing e-learning network.
In section 2 we provide a brief
description of some components used in the
creation and assembly stage of learning
resources. These components are a part of a
wider Digital Resource Lifecycle. In section
3 we show how services are created in the
context of e-learning. We explain this by
taking the example of the creation and
authoring stages of a typical e-learning
system. These identified services are Web
Services based and will provide a common
interface between various components. Then
in the same section we show the sequence
diagrams followed by its use cases, these
when combined explain how Digital Assets
are transformed right form the time of its
creation to when and how they transform
into Compound Digital Assets and further
into Learning Objects. The Use Case and
sequence diagrams are expressed in Unified
Modeling Language (UML).This further
describes the implementation of both
conceptual and technical levels; UML is
used to explain how interoperability could
work at each stage of e-learning.
2. The Digital Resources Lifecycle
Digital Assets are the simplest form of
Digital Resources and they serve as the
starting point for an e-learning lifecycle.
These assets can be of many different types
(e.g. graphics, images of simple text
documents) and can exist in several different
formats. Educational learning resources
consist of Digital Assets and the
transformation results of Digital Assets
which include Compound Digital Assets,
Learning Objects.
In this paper we explain the steps
involved in the transformation of Digital
Assets into a Learning Object. These steps
later lead to identification of common
functionalities generated during each stage of
transformation of digital assets. We build on
the “use cases” approach employed by

eduSourceCanada (Paquette, Masmoudi,
Levy, 2003) by extracting the functionality
between processes in a typical e-learning
system.
The
functionalities
are
then
converted to Web Services.

2.1. Stages of E-Learning Lifecycle
We
have
identified
4
essential
components in this section. In addition to
that we also have metadata as an adjunct
component, which is needed at each stage of
this hierarchy.
I. Digital Asset A Digital Asset is defined as
any piece of content that is created using
technology (Hodgins, 2005). It could be any
local or remote electronic resource like an
image, chart, or even a formula. A digital
asset can be Web-based or CD/DVD-based,
depending on file content and consumer
needs. Every Digital Asset has its own basic
metadata, which is a part of its creation
process, this metadata could be the size or
name of a JPEG image (which is an example
of a Digital Asset). It may have been
produced digitally or it may have been
digitized from a non-digital original source
(ASTD, 2004). Examples of digital assets
include word processing documents, musical
clips, a JPEG image, or even a mathematical
equation, etc.
II. Compound Digital Assets Compound
Digital Assets can be best described as
digital assets with contextualised information
(e.g. addition of metadata). It could be
something as basic as adding text to tell the
user what the content stands for and what is
to be done with it. Examples for these are
when some text is added to a JPEG image or
a description explaining a mathematical
formula.
III. Learning Object There are many
different definitions for a Learning Object
and there is no general agreement to what
constitutes a Learning Object (Edwards). We
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have defined a Learning Object as the
aggregation of a Digital Asset, Compound
Digital Asset and Metadata with a particular
learning
purpose.
This
definition
incorporates a number of definitions by other
authors (Hawryszkiewycz 2002, Delziel
2002, Wiley 2000, South & Monson 2000,
IEEE 2005). A learning object therefore is a
self-contained chunk of learning that fulfills
a single, affirmed learning goal (ASTD,
2004). It is made up of two components - the
object content and its metadata tags (ASTD,
2004). These objects can be delivered
through many different mediums (e.g.
learning management systems, educational
portal, or even a web page) (Dublincore,
2003). For example they can take the form of
a classroom-based electronic forum, or even
a movie clip (with some sort of educational
value). Moreover, learning objects could
make use of text-based formats and/or
complex multimedia experiences (ASTD,
2004).
IV. Complex Learning Object Complex
Learning Objects are packages consisting of
structured assemblies of zero or more Digital
Assets, zero or more Compound Digital
Assets and one or more Learning Objects.
These packages can be in the form of well
know packaging formats like IMS (IMS,
2004) or SCORM Shareable Courseware
Objects (SCORM, 2005). The use of well
known
packaging
formats
permit
interoperability
between
Learning
Management Systems as such systems can
exchange these packages amongst each other
(IMS 2004,SCORM 2005).
Each of the above essential components
require descriptions of each component to be
aggregated with the components. These
descriptions facilitate the storage, recovery
and use of these components (ASTD, 2004).
Metadata is used to implement the
descriptions. We have therefore considered
metadata, as an adjunct component of Digital

Asset, Compound Digital Asset, Learning
Object, Complex Learning Objects.
Metadata
Metadata in reality is data describing
data and it can be used to describe any digital
resource. There are various metadata
elements which describe different aspects of
digital resources. For example the IEEE
LOM specification (IEEE, 2005) has
metadata elements which enable the
description of digital resources. Such
descriptions include – amongst other things the purpose of the resource, technical
information about the resource, and the
ownership of the resource. The ownership of
the resource is described by digital rights
metadata tags.
Use of standardized metadata like
Dublin Core (Dublincore, 2003), IMS (IMS,
2004) and IEEE LOM (IEEE,2005) allow
interoperability (Dublincore 2003, IEEE
2005, IMS 2004) at the metadata level. Such
interoperability permits organizations to
work with their own resources as well as
access and use resources provided by others
(ASTD, 2004).
3. Web Services
In this section we show the services and
explain in detail the process involved in their
creation and authoring. To illustrate our
approach we concentrate on important tools
used at each of these stages of the e-learning
lifecycle. We extend the work done by
eduSourceCanada (Paquette, Masmoudi,
Levy, 2003) by showing how common web
services are involved from different phases
of an typical e-learning lifecycle and its
systems.
Web services are a distributed
middleware technology that uses a simple
XML based protocol to allow applications to
send and receive data across the Web
(Bequet, Moidoo, Rhody 2002).Services are
described in terms of the communication
received and response sent (Bequet, Moidoo,
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Rhody 2002). The Federated Search Engine
can discover the desired digital learning
resources by sending a SOAP query to the
UDDI Registry which is like a remote
database. To get the desired learning
resource, a request is made based on the
query retrieved from the UDDI Registry to
the WSDL repository (Bequet, Moidoo,
Rhody 2002). This could be sent over a
transport protocol like HTTP. Then finally,
the WSDL document containing the
description of the desired learning content is
retrieved and forwarded to the LMS by
sending an SOAP request over HTTP
(Bequet, Moidoo, Rhody 2002). The learner
or the discoverer is able to discover the
digital resources simply by sending a SOAP
query over HTTP.
Figures 1 and 2 are web services-based
UML diagrams which are modeled on the
sequence
diagrams
shown
in
eduSourceCanada (Paquette, Masmoudi,
Levy, 2003), listing the services needed in a
typical e-learning lifecycle context from the
time of creation of Digital Assets to their
creation and transformation into Learning
Objects. The use case following the diagram
shows and explains the common services and
their functions (or methods in an ObjectOriented paradigm). The identification and
implementation of all common web services
based functions would be the building block
for a wider e-learning framework and could
be implemented in all different stages of elearning
lifecycle
like
Assembling,
negotiation, discovery and finally delivery to
the learner.
The left column of Figure 1 and 2 is the
perspective of the actor playing a human role
(Booch, Rumbaugh, Jacobson 1999) (e.g.
Creator and the Author). Service request
responses are made to and received from a
system
(e.g.
communication
between
Federated Search Engine and Dreamweaver
the authoring tool). The labeled arcs
connecting the columns represent Web
Service request and responses. The labels

show the description and the name of the
Web Services.
3.1 Use Case for Digital Resources
The term “use case” was introduced by
Jacobson (Jacobson, Christerson, Jonsson
1992). A use case is a set of sequences
representing the performance of a task using
applications (Dobing & Parsons, 2000). A
typical use case focuses on communication
from the users point of view, (Dobing &
Parsons, 2000) this communication could be
between an actor and a system. An actor may
as well be a human playing a role or an
automated system. For example a bank
customer or an ATM machine could be an
actor. Moreover an actor helps increase the
understandability of a typical use case
diagram (Amber, 2000).
We also use sequence diagrams which
are a form of interaction diagrams (Booch,
Rumbaugh, Jacobson 1999) to explain our
findings in this paper. An interaction
diagram typically shows us an interaction
between a set of actors or systems and their
relationships, including the
messages that
may be dispatched among them (Booch,
Rumbaugh, Jacobson 1999). This interaction
diagram concept is similar to the one used by
eduSourceCanada (Paquette, Masmoudi,
Levy, 2003). Graphically a sequence
diagram shows actors and systems arranged
along the X axis (the upper part showing the
software systems used) and messages in
increasing order along the Y axis (Booch,
Rumbaugh, Jacobson 1999).
To create the Use Case for Digital
Resources we identify the actors who search,
use and create these resources. In this paper,
however, we use actors as defined by Philips
(Phillips, 2004). These actors play roles in
the Lifecycle of Digital Resource, right form
the time of its creation of Digital Assets till
their transformation to Learning Objects.
These actors use several different tools (e.g.
software applications like federated search
engine (Paquette, Masmoudi, Levy, 2003)) at
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each stage in the Lifecycle of a Digital
Resource. Examining the interaction leads to
the identification of common functionalities
used by these actors when using tools in each
stage.

Use case: Using a use case approach we
show how Web Services are used for a
creation tool, while creating basic Digital
Assets.
1.

3.1.1 Actors
An actor represents the human role
played in the e-learning lifecycle while the
use cases below represent their interactions
with various software systems. These actors
play an important role in each of the
sequence diagrams and use cases from
sections 3.1.2 to 3.1.3

2.

3.

a) The Creator uses a Creation Tool to
create a Digital Resource. Example of such a
tools are Word processors, HTML editor,
CAD packages, etc.
b) The Author uses an Authoring tool to put
existing content (such as text and graphics)
into a logical arrangement thus creating a
Compound Digital Asset of a Learning
Object. Examples of authoring tools include
Macromedia Flash, Macromedia Director,
Flash and Dreamweaver (Phillips, 2004).
c) The Discoverer uses a Federated Search
Engine to discover existing digital content.
Search engine examples are Webfeat,
Metalib and Fretwell Downing (Phillips,
2004).
3.1.2 Creation Stage: Sequence Diagram
for a Creator

4.

5.

6.

7.

User who is the creator in this stage
logs in, using a browser or portal.
Web Service: getUserID( )
The creator enters his password, at
this stage the authentication of the
creator takes place. Web Service:
getPassword( )
Now the user is being authorized as a
creator into the system. Web Service:
checkID( ).
Once the authorization has gone
through successfully the creator can
direct himself to the HTML editor or
any other digital resource creation
tool available.
The creator uses the creation tool to
create a Digital Asset. Web Service:
createDA( ).
Once the Digital Asset has been
created it is returned to the creator.
Web Service: returnDA( ).
The newly created Digital Asset is
finally saved in a digital resource
repository.
Web Service: saveFile( ).

3.1.3 Authoring Stage: Sequence Diagram
for an Author
$XWKRULQJ 7RRO
:
H.J . ' UHDPZHDYHU

$XWKRU

&UHDWLRQ7RRO:
H.J . + 7 0 / ( GLW
RU

&UHDWRU

' LJLWDO5 HVRXUFH
5HSRVLWRU\ : H.J. +LYH .

)HGHUDWHG6HDUFK
(QJLQ : H.J .:HEIHVW

0HWDGDWD
5HSRVLWRU\

L
' JLWDO
5 HVRXUFH
5HSRVLWRU\ : H.J. +LYH .

: 8VHU/ RJV,Q . JHW8VHU,' ()
: 8VHU/ RJV,Q . JHW3DVVZRUG ()
:,GHQWLILHV8VHU. FKHFN,' ( )
: $XWKRULVGL
UHFW
HG W
RW
KH $XW
KRULQJ W
RRO

: 8VHU/ RJ V,Q : JHW8VHU,' ( )

:$XWKRUVHDUFKHVIRU
' LJLW
DO
$VVHW
V

. VHDUFK'$( )
:6HDUFKP DW
DGDW
D5 HSRVLW
RU\ .JHW0HWDGDWD ()
:0HWDGDWDUHFRUGVUHW
XUQHG. VHDUFK5HVXOWV5HWXUQHG()

:0HWDGDWDRI D' LJLWD$
OVVHW
LV UHW
XUQHGWRW
KH $ XWKRU

: 8VHU/ RJ V,QJ HW
3DVVZ RUG ()

. UHWXUQ$
' 0HWDGDWD ()

:DJJUHJDWHVW
KH RXW
SXW
. VRUW5HVXOW
() & VDYH5HVXOW()

:%DVHGRQW
KH 0 HW
DGDW
D UHW
ULYHG , 5HTXHVW
' LJLW
DO
$ VVHVH
WDUFK
:'HVLUHG' LJLW
D$
OVVHW
VDUHUHW
ULYHG

:,GHQWLILHV8 VHUFKHFN,'

()

:UHWXUQ&'$
()

:&UHDWRULVGLUHFW
HGW
RD& UHDW
LRQW
RRO

. FUHDWH&'$
()

:&UHDWHV/ HDUQLQJ 2 EM
HFW
IURP ' $ & & ' $.FUHDWH/2( )
:UHWXUQ/2 ()

:UHWXUQ' $ ()
: ' LJLWDO$VVHW
LV VDYHGLQD' LJLW
DO
UHSRVLW
RU\ H

:&RPSRXQG' LJLW
DO
$VVHW
LVVDYHGLQD ' LJ LW
D5
OHSRVLR
WU\

: 8VHUFUHDW
HVD' LJ LW
DO
$VVHW
FUHDW
H' $

:/HDUQLQJ 2 EM
HF
LW
VVDYHG LQD' LJLW
DO
5HSRVLW
RU\

. VDYH&'$()
. VDYH/2()

.J .VDYH)LOH (). VDYH' $()

Fig 2: Sequence Diagram for an Author

Fig 1: Sequence Diagram for a Creator
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Use case: Using a use case approach we
show how Web Services are used for the
transformation of basic Digital Assets to
Learning Objects.
1. The Author who is the user in this
stage logs in, he using a typical
browser.
Web Service: getUserID( ).
2. Author enters his password, and the
authentication of the author is taking
place at this stage. Web Service:
getPassword( )
3. Now the user is being authorized as
an Authorized person into the system.
Web Service: checkID( ).
4. Once the authorization has taken place
successfully
the
author
directs
himself to a authoring tool e.g.
Dreamweaver
and
Macromedia
Flash, etc.
5. The author who is now successfully
logged into the system sends a
request to the Federated search
Engine to search for desired Digital
Assets. Web Service: searchDA( )
6. The Federated Search Engine looks in
a remote metadata repository for the
metadata of the desired Digital Asset.
Web Service: getMetadata( )
7. Once the metadata is found, it is
returned to the Federated Search
Engine.
Web
Service:
searchResultsReturned( ).
8. The Federated Search Engine
combines the output after searching
several
different
databases
or
repositories. It then sorts the output in
the order of preference as intended by
the user (Paquette, Masmoudi, Levy,
2003). Web Services: saveResult( )
and sortResult().
9: Once the metadata of the Digital Asset
has been discovered it is returned to
the
Author.
Web
Service:
returnDAMetadata( ).

10. Based on the metadata returned the
author launches a search for the
desired Digital Assets in a particular
digital resource repository. Web
Service: searchDA( ).
11. Finally the desired Digital Asset is
retrieved from the digital resource
repositories and returned to the
author. Web Service: returnDA( ).
12. Now the author uses the authoring
tool to contextualize Digital Assets
into Compound Digital Assets. Web
Service: createCDA( ).
13. The
newly created Compound
Digital Assets is returned to the
author. Web Service: returnCDA( ).
14. Now the author uses the authoring
tool to create a Learning Object from
a Digital Asset and/or Compound
Digital Asset, this is done by giving it
a learning dimension. Web Service:
createLO( ).
15. Now the
Learning Object is
returned to the author. Web Service:
returnLO( ).
16 and 17. The Compound Digital Asset
and the Learning Objects are saved in
the Digital Repository (e.g. Hive 2.4)
by the author. Web Service:
saveCDA( ) & saveLO( ).
Conclusion
In the first part of this paper, we have
tried to identify and explain the steps
involved in the creation of a raw digital asset
and how it is transformed into a learning
Object. Analysis of steps or stages has lead
to the creation of common services (based on
web services) which could be used by
various stakeholders and clients (educational
institutes, corporate organizations) across
diverse platforms.
In the second part we have identified the
essential services in the functioning of a
typical e-learning based lifecycle. These
services (with real time web services
technology) would provide a common
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interface
between various components
leading to platform independence and
interoperability between learning systems.
The
traditional,
tightly-integrated
interaction model between an enterprise (e.g.
an educational institute) and its partners (e.g.
vendors who produce e-learning systems and
its tools) is not flexible and interoperable
enough (Bequet, Moidoo, Rhody 2002). The
important values of interoperability and
reusability that result from the use of Web
Services as proposed above have the
potential to enhance future e-learning
systems by allowing these systems to interact
with each other more efficiently and share
data without difficulty (Bequet, Moidoo,
Rhody 2002) amongst each other without
any vendor constraints.
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